
 chapter 2 keeping safe 
 exercise section A 
A  oral questions 
1 talk about two safety rules that you followed today while coming to school. 
Ans 1 Make a queue. 
        2 Didn't push each other 
2  why should we not play on road? 
Ans we should not play on road because many many vehicles moves on the road and accident 
can occur. 
B Science Quize 
1 name two things that we must not touch as they can give electric shock. 
Ans  we should not touch electric wires and plug as they can give us electric shock. 
2 which side of the road should we stay while riding a bicycle? 
Ans we should stay left side while riding the bicycle. 
3 name any two things that are kept in a first aid box? 
Ans the two things kept in the first aid box are antiseptic cream and bandage. 
Worksheet 
A  multiple choice question. 
1 we should walk on the footpath. 
2 we should shop and our pencil with a sharpener. 
3 we should use a / an over bridge to cross the road. 
B circle the things that can harm you: 
1  hot iron 
2  electric socket 
3 gas stove  
C fill in the blanks with the help of given word. 
1 we must cross the road only at the zebra crossing. 
2 we must not run on the stairs. 
3 we must not push anybody even in fun. 
4 when we get a small bound we should First wash it with water. 
E  write true and false. 
1 true 
2 false. 
 section-B 
A  multiple choice question 
1 A child may get injured in the playground because of rough games. 
2 a first aid box may contain antiseptic lotion. 
B  very short answer question: 
1 whom  should we inform first if our friend get injured in a school. 
Ans teachers in  school should be informed first if our friend get injured in a school. 
2  what is first aid? 
Ans the first help that an injured person get is called the first aid. 
C  short answer question: 
1  How can you avoid accident? 



Ans  To avoid accident we should be careful and alert we should follow the safety rule all the 
time and everywhere . 
2 list two safety rules to be followed in the classroom? 
Ans The two safety rules to be followed in the classrooms are 
1 Never push anybody in the class. 
2 Always sharp  the pencil with the shop does not with the blade. 
3 Aayush sharpening his  pencil with a blade. Riya stop him from doing so. 
a   Name two sharp edged things that are dangerous for children to use. 
Ans The two dangerous sharp edges things that are dangerous for children's to use our knife 
and scissor. 
b   which value is shown by Riya? 
Ans Riya is very good and very caring girl . she used to know that what safety rules we should 
follow. 
D  long answer type. 
1 what safety rules should we follow while travelling in a bus? write any four. 
Ans The four safety rules we should follow while travelling in the bus are: 
1  Stand in a queue at a bus stop. 
2 Do not lean out or put your hand out of the window of a moving bus. 
3  Do not get in or  out of moving bus. 
4 never disturb the bus driver while driving. 
2 How can we avoid accident in the playground discuss any three rules 
Ans The three rules we should follow in playground to avoid accidents are: 
1  Do not play rough game. 
2 while playing follow the rules and regulation of the game. 
3 while playing at swing ,Merry Go Round or the seashore do not push each other. 
 
 


